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Content Marketing

Professional marketing content for all your sales and marketing initiatives 



Plan sponsors don’t want to be “sold”, they want thought-provoking 

education and value. RPAG’s newsletters and memos provide just that.

Newsletters & Memos

• Monthly

• 3 articles per issue

• Use your branding

• FINRA reviewed

• Print, email and 
online versions
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Flyers & One Pagers

• Investments

• Benchmarking

• Fiduciary Governance

• 3(21) & 3(38) Services

• Fiduciary Briefcase

• Company Overview

• Financial Wellness
Flyers

• Courageous Plan Design

• Participant Experience

• Retirement Income

• Brokerage Accounts

• Specialty Funds

• Financial Stress

• Misfit Risk
Commentaries

FINRA reviewed for 
headache-free compliance

Refreshed library of 

collateral pieces

Customizable 

branding
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Premium Marketing
Exclusive membership for advisors looking to expand their book of business.



The Advisor RFP is no longer just for plans in the large and mega market. Plans as small as $5 million are now using this 
in-depth and time-intensive process to select their retirement consultant. But not to worry, RPAG has you covered!

Our RFP team has responded to over 600 RFPs in the past 10 years, and we know what it takes to communicate the 
value of the RPAG consulting methodologies. Our process leads to more finalist meetings and more sales.

Consultant RFP Responses

Detailed Answers Sample Responses

Unique Differentiators

Service Structure

Firm Value Proposition

Fiduciary and Employee Education

Provider Search Process

Investment Analysis Capabilities







With so much content to manage, it can become daunting to plan which 

content to share and distribute… and when? Our customizable Social Media 

Posting Calendar will allow you to organize your social media activities far in 

advance in order to make your social marketing more manageable.

The easy-to-use PowerPoint template helps you plan your updates, 

ensuring that your brand is staying in front of your network.

Social Media Posting Calendar

Customizable spreadsheet

• Links to retirementtimesnewsletter.com blog posts

• Example tweets/posts

Quarterly update from RPAG

Color coding for different types of content







Sales Pitch Deck

• Sales pitch deck

• Over 50 slides

• More than 400 hours of development

• FINRA-reviewed

Overview of Services

• Supplemental slide deck

• Introduction and finalist versions

Additional resources





Professional Presentations

Hosting engaging, live and online events is instrumental 

to a successful drip marketing campaign. You need 

professional and effective presentations to turn these 

suspects into prospects, and prospects into clients.

• Topical content

• Beautiful and effective design

• FINRA-reviewed

• Qualifies for HRCI and SHRM CE credits

• We provide FINRA-reviewed invitation content that 

can be used for webinars, email blasts, mailers, etc.

• Can be customized with your branding





Drip Email Templates

Pre-designed email templates designed to direct 

readers to a specific newsletter article or 

commentary piece. 

• Seamless customization 

• Flexible and easy to modify to your branding requirements

• Engaging and refreshed content 





Hosted Webinars

Bring value to your clients and prospects and let 
us take the administrative burdens off your plate

• 4 hosted webinars per year

• 4x Legal & Compliance

• We provide

• The presentation

• The invitation

• Follow-up process

• Let you know if your customers attended

• Link to recording

• FINRA-reviewed

• CE credits

• Saves you time!





Plan Sponsor Newsletters Monthly Monthly

Participant Memos Monthly Monthly

Flyers/One Pagers 10+ 10+

Sales Pitch Deck Basic Expanded

Consultant RFP Responses N/A Yes

Social Media Posting Calendar N/A Yes

Drip Email Templates N/A 8-10/year

Plan Sponsor Presentations N/A 8-10/year

Hosted Webinars N/A 4/year

Included with RPAG membership $250/quarter

Basic

Package

Premium 

Marketing 

Services
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Marketing with 
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
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Why Should You Bother Marketing?

A quick overview



The Significance of Marketing

Build Brand 
Awareness

• Helps increase 
awareness among 
potential clients. 

Ensures that your 
target audience 
knows about your 
brand, what you 
offer, and what 
sets you apart 
from competitors

Generate Leads 
and Win 

Prospective Clients

• Targeted 
advertising, 
content marketing, 
and consistent 
marketing can 
help attract and 
convert prospects

Establish Your 
Authority as an 

Expert

• Marketing assists 
you to position 
yourself as a 
credible source in 
the industry.

• Creating 
consistent and 
valuable content 
can build that 
credibility and 
foster trust.

Increase Client 
Retention

• By staying 
engaged with 
current clients, 
you can nurture 
those 
relationships and 
provide ongoing 
value.

Differentiate 
Yourself From 
Competitors

• Showcase your 
unique value 
propositions in 
your marketing

Adapt to Market 
Changes

• You can stay on 
the pulse of 
market changes 
and client 
preferences. 

• Marketing 
channels allow for 
feedback and data 
analysis to adapt 
your strategies.
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What is ChatGPT?

Understanding this new AI tool



What is ChatGPT?

From the AI itself: “ChatGPT is an advanced artificial intelligence (AI) 
language model that can engage in conversations, understand prompts, 
and generate human-like text responses.”

ChatGPT is trained from information on the internet as well as 
interactions with humans. This tool does not have consciousness, but its 
responses reflect those previous interactions and can seem very human.

27



Things to Remember
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Set clear objectives for your 
AI and give it specific 
prompts.

Be mindful of bias and 
accuracy. 

Iterate and refine your 
requests.

Be ethical and mindful in 
the way you utilize this tool.

AI is meant to assist, not 
replace.

You are the one teaching it 
how to help you.



Warnings with ChatGPT

Data Privacy

ChatGPT retains every piece of 
information that users feed it. 

DO NOT put sensitive 
information such as passwords, 
client information, or monetary 
information into the chat box

If you do input data, make sure 
that you strip the PPI prior to 
inputting.

Search Engine Optimization Penalties

Google can now tell whether your 
website used AI for your content.

Try to stay away from utilizing their 
word-for-word text on your website.

Misinformation

ChatGPT learns from previous 
experience and data from the 
internet. Occasionally, the 
information is incorrect or 
biased. 

Make sure to fact check before 
posting or sending anything 
containing ChatGPT generated 
content.
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How to Use AI in Your Practice

Social Media, Emails, and Content Creation
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Problems with this post:

1. Too long for Twitter. Twitter has a character count of 280.

2. Brand Voice. This sounds like it comes from me as a 

person and not RPAG as a brand.

3. My prompt was too vague. Prompts need more specific 

commands so that the AI can give you what you’re 

looking for.
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Social Media

Example Prompt:

ChatGPT Response:



Social Media
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Solution Option:

ChatGPT’s Edited Response: Problems:

1. The post is still relatively long for socials. This is okay 

for a longer form post, but most of the text will be cut 

off by the platforms with a “Read More” button.

2. It listened, but it is using third person language.

3. Forces user to tell the AI to shorten it again.ChatGPT’s Final Response:



How to Use ChatGPT to Assist

• Do not utilize it for Market Monday. It is not advanced 

enough, and it may be wrong.

• You can create a “Tuesday Tips” post for plan sponsors 

with AI assistance

• https://chat.openai.com/share/e5715169-6f8c-4af7-8128-

531ba685e438 

• Use it to scan your own website or blog pages for posts if 

you need some ideas: 

• https://chat.openai.com/share/8ea07ae5-86ba-48ae-9618-

87907b3b1dca 

• https://chat.openai.com/share/9be17bd4-083d-4c4f-abf9-

43810ce93386

• For long form LinkedIn posts, write a few on your own to 

teach the AI your writing style, and then have it write new 

ones from your own web pages using the same format.

• For Fun Fact Friday, I would suggest being cautious when 

using AI. It can lie to you, so ensure that each fact is true 

before posting it on the internet. 

• https://chat.openai.com/share/abcc6260-0dc3-4fba-be90-

cbf8e64dc525 
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Social Media

CONFIRM CONTENT ACCURACY
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Emails

Utilize the Drip Campaigns

• In addition to the Drip Campaigns, which are pre-written for you, you can either add 
more information to it using ChatGPT or supplement it with follow up emails.

• https://chat.openai.com/share/0fb691ef-7852-49b9-9e0f-e19e404f50a0

How to Improve

• Add More Details

• Input the text from the drip campaign for it to follow the same voice and position.

• Don’t allow it to mention that they are part of a drip campaign. The best marketing is 
when people don’t realize they’re being marketed to.

• Email may be too long. You can ask it to shorten it.

Example

https://chat.openai.com/share/262a4d20-4db7-4134-9bf0-437e90895301



Professional Presentations

• We provide professional presentations so that 

you can host your own education sessions with 

plan sponsors.

• Included in this package, there is an email invite 

template, invitation description, the presentation 

itself, speaker notes, as well as the FINRA letter. 

• Use ChatGPT to help you create a script based 

on what you are going to be talking about. If you 

input all of the content from the presentation, it 

can give you a good base to edit on.

• You can also ask ChatGPT to produce social 

posts to promote your session online.

• https://chat.openai.com/share/9f6f59a2-d835-

404e-9cc0-d210c62ec87b

Blogs

• Have the AI brainstorm potential topics for you to 

write about.

• When you find a topic you like, ask it to give you 

an outline for an article on the topic.

• Turn that outline into an article.

• https://chat.openai.com/share/2c216bf5-4259-

4d4c-8985-cd8e7ded37ce
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Content Creation




